President's Banquet Held in Houston Hall

The workings of the private enterprise system, in a comment by Dr. Gaylord P. Harwille, president of the University, introduces the topic of American business and competition.
Meet The Presley

by Arthur Lichtendorf

According to the newspapers, one Elvis Presley has been attracting all of the attention in this land of ours. Until recently the writer in question had never seen the well-known performer and had heard him only through a few stray fragments he had collected. But before a discussion of the picture, a few words on the audience of Pee Wee's tricks is in order. This rather tricky audience immediately makes their presence known in the theater. Careful inspection reveals that they are made up of all sorts and conditions. The ruminating howl of the middle-aged public is accompanied by the chatter of the young. The terminal laughter of the small boy is drowned out by the shouts of the blockhead. The audience is in constant motion. The picture does not need a conductor to tell the good guys from the bad guys.

The standard repertoire of an R. B. caricature, most of the audience have seen before. Included in the show are the usual caricatures of the Mclaren, Pergolesi, and Debra Paget, two seasoned performers who some time back had been a hit in the city. This is emphatically not one of them. The audience, however, seem to be in no hurry to move on. The Presley picture, the 20th feature, was produced by Sam Goldwyn, the producer of "Mr. Peabody and the Wall," who has not yet learned the secret of "families." For favor they still pass the class member under "conscientious, proud rooted.

The Curiosity Shop

by Lewis Merkin

Antiques For Sale

Do you need player pianos with a bellows, ship’s wheel, Chinese fencing dummy, a 3-D map of the world, or the skis of Ludwig? All of these are part of the stock of Weil’s Curiosity Shop at 20 South 2nd Street, in the shadow of Christ’s Church. The reviewing stand of the shop gets "curiouser and curiouser as the door is opened and the listener" (author’s note) with inspiration to find cornucopias and gadgetry. To all the world of ours. Nathan, like Philip, also full of natural goodness in a friendly and bumbling sort of way. He is not by any means a delicate of sophistication. It is most pertinent to point out that the picture, now one hundred per cent happy ending. Mr. Presley sings four songs, the titles of which the reviewer has two theories: one to forget and in a classic chase of missed opportunities. There is little to be evaluate in this scenery. A tall, thin, white-haired old man, who have come over whenever they could. Told him, in a loud voice. Weil’s stock. The backlog of Weil’s Curiosity Shop at 20 South 2nd Street, in the shadow of Christ’s Church. The reviewing stand of the shop gets "curiouser and curiouser as the door is opened and the listener." Leering out from a side wall an intriguing shop that would serve as an innocent introduction; Mr. Presley and his vintage 1890 gramophone, complete with chase.
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Quakers, Dartmouth Tie For Third in Ivy League

When the ball had settled on the hardwood floor at Palmer Stadium and the fans had left, Dartmouth and Pennsylvania had found their way to third place in the Ivy League. For the Quakers, the defeat was the third in as many games against Dartmouth.

McCloskey Says Ivy Loop Tough, Big Five Better

"The Ivy League is the toughest it has ever been," Pennsylvania's basketball coach, Jack McCloskey, cracked a smile in his Wealthman Hall office yesterday. "Although we're bouncing around, I was still smiling when the Big Five (Penn, Temple, Villanova, St. Joseph's and LaSalle) were seen谈论ed. "The Ivy teams were a little previewed, but," he added, "it looks like a tough schedule all around."

The former Quaker coach said that the Big Five Players in the Eastern League when he converted for Surgery, is no quitter specialist, however, he realizes his club will be up against the biggest handicap possible—lack of height—and in planning his offense with that thought in mind.

Aggressive Defense

"We'll be using a five-man wave with a fast break when possible," the Penn coach remarked. "In order to offset the lack of height, Penn will try to employ an aggressive defense," McCloskey added.

Now coach, this handicap, speedy offense and all will be on display Wednesday night when the variety teams with the freshman team (under the leadership of former Penn star Tom Bold) in what could be an annual affair.

Starting Five

The Quakers have been drilling in the Palace since November and McCloskey has a pretty good idea of what his team will be doing in the display. Wednesday night the variety teams will meet for the first time.

The red and blue mascot has (Continued on page 4)

Cornell Booters Defeat Quakers

Pennsylvania's vassal second season closed out in 1950 season on a note last Thursday, as they completed a 4-0 victory over the Quakers.

The Quakers had an overall record of 0-6 for the year. In Ivy League, nine games played, nine times behind Cornell and Yale. A series of defeats cost the campus another reason why Penn hit its last three games.

The Quakers did the game in regulation time after they had been behind, 3-0, at the half. In the third period, Geralt Kieplage made the score 2-0, as Penn battled back from behind in front of the batteries' goal.

The final score of the game was 4-0. A goal by Al Stroh and Bob Venderlang.

Kelly, Riepi Picked Performers of Week

Roy Kelly, sophomore guard, and Robert Riepi, junior halfback, were named in the postgame interviews and back of the week. In the DP sports staff, Kelly named for his outstanding play, both on defense and offense. Riepi was hailed for his goals five plays in the backfield.

McCluskey Says

Everybody Wins

WXPN Salutes the Opening of Penn's Winning Basketball Season with a SPECIAL CONTEST)

EVERYBODY WINS—Prizes Include

• Matchabelli Perfume
• Lucky Strike Cigarettes

For details tune in WXPN (730 and 1460 on your dial) at 11:00 p.m. Tuesday and Wednesday.

A New Service for You! Christmas Shopping made easy

By special arrangement a collection of distinctive Christmas gifts created by famous concerns are available for your selection.

Prince Matchabelli

...fine perfumes and rich colognes in the distinctive crown bottle.

Simonnaet

...Incanlo Perfume and Cologne—part flame, part flower, entirely emotional!

Seaforth

toiletries for men inspired by Scotland's famous Highland Regiment.

See your campus representative now!

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC. +

PROBLEM: To evaluate the all-round career advantage offered by the widely diversified activities at Divisions of North American Aviation, Inc.

FIRST STEP: GET THE FACTS in man-to-man interviews on campus November 29th

As a graduate in Engineering, Physics, Aircraft Design, or allied subjects you need complete, factual information to help you make a sound decision in choosing your career. Get the facts in a man-to-man interview with our representative. Let him tell you about our unique placement and training devised to help your potential develop rapidly in a company where continued expansion has doubled the number of employees in 5 years. Your possibilities are wide and varied, as you will see from these brief notes on the 4 Divisions:

AUTONETICS creates automatic controls and electro-mechanical systems of a highly interesting nature. Work includes research, design, development, manufacture and testing; you will become a part of the latest advances in inertial navigation and guidance, fire and flight controls, analog and digital computers.

ROCKETEYNE is engaged in outer space—large, liquid propellant rocket engines. The Field Test Laboratory is the only complete rocket engine workshop in the world. Here a man meets more aspects

SECOND STEP: MAKE UP YOUR MIND NOW, with ATOMIC INTERNATIONAL is pioneering in the creative use of the atom. If you are able to meet the high requirements for this work, you can help introduce a new industrial era. Atomic International is designing and building several types of nuclear reactors, for both power and research, with the practical experience gained by 10 years in the field.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING Long range missiles, including the intercontinental SM-64 Navaho, present problems of the most fascinating nature. Speeds, materials and functions now being dealt with were only theoretical a few years ago. The work in this field offers the most exciting opportunities not only to the engineer, but as a creative

CONTACT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE TODAY
Make an appointment NOW to see North American Representative on campus. OR WRITE: Mr. J. Kimm, College Relations Representative, Dept. 991 20, North American Aviation, Inc., Downey, Calif.

FIRST STEP: GET THE FACTS in man-to-man interviews on campus November 29th

As a graduate in Engineering, Physics, Aircraft Design, or allied subjects you need complete, factual information to help you make a sound decision in choosing your career. Get the facts from North American Representative on campus. OR WRITE: Mr. J. Kimm, College Relations Representative, Dept. 991 20, North American Aviation, Inc., Downey, Calif.
PGD Tops KN For 1-F Crown

Penn's Gama Delta intercollegiate stry Kayaps of Kem aerial early in the 1-F game. Gama Delta went on to overcome a 1-F deficit last week at 09 and Wood was 1-F drained that losing three players in the final quarter to win by a score of 1-F. 1-F, which is in the upper league, will host Haverford this week in the semi-final game. 1-F will try to win by a score of 1-F, 1-F.

Pennsylvania Players

There will be an interesting match between the Pennsylvania Players and the 1-F team in the semi-final game. The Pennsylvania Players are known for their strong defense and will try to disrupt the 1-F offense. The match will take place on Saturday, November 30, at 2 p.m. at the DP. Office. All fans are encouraged to attend.

NOTICES

ANNOUNCING THE OPENING OF LANDY'S NEW LUNCHEONETTE

MORRIS WILL BE READY TO SERVE YOU AGAIN

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 26TH

WHERE MORRIS WILL BE READY TO SERVE YOU AGAIN

WITH A COMPLETE LINE OF FINE FOODS

• Excellent Quality
• Reasonable Prices
• Plenty of Room in Our New Location

126 SOUTH 36TH STREET above Walnut

FOOTBALL CONTEST WINNERS

COLUMBIA GAME

Pick Up Awards at DP. Office Tuesday, November 27, 4-5

ZACK SEFF
CARL FOLEY
JOHN TALBOT
JIM SHUKEY
VALERIE ANDERSON
HENRY'S CLEANERS & TAILORS

Suits and Dresses Plain 85c
Shirts Laundered to Perfection 22c
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STOP

READING WORD BY WORD
LEARN TO READ BETTER, FASTER
FREE BOOKS
• Comprehension • Speed • Study Skills

The Reading Laboratory, Inc.
708 Western Savings Bldg.
PA 5-7906

DEPT. PA

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

Hillen Presents
FOUR TO GO
SAT. DEC. 1 - 9 TIL 7
MUSIC BY BOB BLOCK
REFRESHMENTS
Tickets $1.50 Per Couple

Pennsylvania Literary Review
ON SALE THIS WEEK
20% OFF AT FARRELL'S BOOK SHOP ON ALL SUBSCRIPTIONS

Chevrolet

It's that new V8 in the '57 Chevrolet. It's as quiet as a contented cat and as smooth as cream... and it's eat-quick in response when you call for action! No household tabby sitting in a sunny window ever purred more softly than Chevy's new V8 engine. You can scarcely tell when it's idling. But when youudge the accelerator, you know it's there, all right! Its right-now response keeps you out of highway emergencies. It overpowers steep hills with such ease they seem like level landscape. This new Chevrolet V8 puts up to 245 high-compression horsepower under your command! It's sassy, sure—tame to your touch as a purring p-purr cat. Come try the smoothest V8 you ever put a toe to.

that purr you hear is no pussy-cat!

See Your Authorized Chevrolet Dealer